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John Lord O'lrian Hall 
SUNY1/B, North Ca~pus 
Buffalo, .New York )4260 
La . .. · 
It seems 
' 
certain that a ' merger structural , In the past, law 
between the law Review and Sea Review editors have spent a great 
Grant will, be finaliied. shortly. deal of time doing summer wor~. 
Current members of the lay., Remuneration has been 
Review voted to ,accept the pro,blematic. The merger will 
rrierger,proposedlastsemesterby 'allow t •he law Review 
a joint Faculty /Administration/ Editor-in-Chief and one other 
law Review / Sea Grant. editor to receive stipends from the 
Committee.. The ,merger will bring ·~Sea Grant program. They ~ilk.be 
the Sea:Gr-mt progri!'~t"Viithiri the responsible for supervision of Sea 
l ~mi ;!e~~e,' ~'~.\~·:~ -~-Y _9i-~11t ~u~~iir _f~!l~ws in ~e~u~n. , 
r~ts,' aftb,_~-:,.AA~~rs 9f a F!Ji:~4:,r _,:n~n~~ry·.~p·p~t ~!I ..~e 
joint law .Re'vlew ......: Sea ·Grant . glveri•th'e' Law·Rev/ew'iii'tne··form 
Committee stressed that both 
organizations would continue 
pretty ,nuch the same as before 
the merger. 
Entrance into · the Sea Grant 
program will differ slightly· from 
previous years, as applicants will 
have to complete a · case note 
assigned through the law Review 
program. However, unlike low 
Review selection, which is 
cvrrently based onl)'. on the case , 
note a!!d an applicant's grades, the 
Sea Grant students will still have 
to go through an interview process 
as•in prior years. 
The joint committee also told 
Opinion that applicants may 
qualify for the St1a Grant program 
while not being accepted 'for low 
Review. Those' 'applying for ·Sea 
Grant will also hive to submit· 
their oasenotes before the general 
law Review deadline, as more 
time Is needed ·for,,thelr selection 
and evaluation. Another major 
difference is that Sea Grant will 
accept second , year · applicants 
while law Review Ji!i remain 
open only to first ye.ar student'S: 
Reasons for lhe. merger were 
partially monetary and partially 
of a Sea Grant' subsidy:·Sea Gr.ant 
will no longer. issue· its own Law 
Journal, but instead publi5tl its 
articles through the law Review. . 
Sea Grant will pay for the 
publication of these articles. 
Structurally, the .conflict of 
students selected· for both . 
continued on.page two 
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organizations will be reduced by~·::attottl t!',r· consol id at ion .. of 
the merger. In the past, SQfo!'/'>!desi'recl" positions within the law 
students have had trouble meeting": : 'school; which would only serve to 
the ~r.iting requirements imp~·.• further narrow ' 'the chosen." 
ii I .. ~ ..... " f/~ 
rarit?·· 
by both Sea Grant and low 
Review. It will now be possible 
for the student to do a casenote 
or . article on a SQa Grant topic, 
which will · satisfy both 
organizational writing 
requirements.. Ad~iti_onally, these 
publications will be paid for by 
Sea Grant; giving the Review 
additional monies. 
• . . . 
An Advisory Committee will' 
oversee the merger and operation 
of the joint program. It will be 
composed of Professors Reis, 
Kaplan, one Sea Grant Fellow not 
on law Review· and two law 
Review ei;f itors. . 
T_here was some adverse 
student r~tion to the · merger. 
~ny .,.fflt that. this was just 
--'-,----:------'-' _ ...,.,.,___,--___________.___________ 
-r",,...,,..,,_;,.,_c~-t r=-erc,~~ Sch~"U'i,.:.,.,
\.,Ur I• I ff:11 I gr f ,v, I CJ\I ~~ 
for Mau 27 at,M_ •n~N 
'J 
The graduation ceremonies for 
the law school ,will be'. held at 
Artpark on Saturday, May 27 at 
1:30 pm. Students should arrive 
.at l' : 00 to line up. A 
commencement bulletin will be 
distributed at a later date with 
more detailed information. Plane 
and Hotel Reservations should be 
made as soon as possil,le. 
The.re will be a graduation fee 
of $18.00, which will be used to 
pay for caps and gowns, and a 
pre-graduation party. The money 
,-,W n 
will be collected beginning on the 
week of February 13, and all fees 
must be paid by March 1. 
There will also be a fee of 
$4.00 for those ,graduates who 
wish to have pictures taken. This 
money will pay for the sitting fee 
and for a class composite 
photograph which will be 
'distributed to each class member 
who has his/her picture taken. If 
individual portraits are desired, a 
· $2.00 credit will be allowed from 
I ., f 
Faculty Considers 
New ApP9intments 
by Jayne Zanglein 
A ·report from the Appoint­
ments Committee was the first 
'·major item at the faculty meeting 
held on January 30. Two candi­
dates were recommended for 
faculty appointments in the fields 
of 'Criminal -Law and Civil Pro-
cedure. · 
Dean Headrick and Barry 
Boyer chaired the meeting. Thirty 
faculty members attended the ga-
thering. 
The majority of the meeting 
was spent discussing Robert 
Axelrod, the Criminal law candi­
date. Axelrod has been working 
on criminal litigation in the 
Chicago area and has been highly 
recommended by t!,ose people 
c:,\,11 ff;\,J 
the $4.00 fee to help pay for your 
order. 
The photographer will be here 
on Friday, February 24, Monday, 
February 27, and Tuesday, 
February 28. He will collect the 
$4.00 fee at that time. You will 
receive approximately six color 
proofs to choose 'from. The class 
compo~it~ ' will only be 
worthwhile if a lot of students get 
their pictures taken. All third-year 
students are encouraged to 
consider this opportunity. 
who have been working with him. 
His intellectual capabilities, his 
imagination, his energy, and his 
commitment to scholarship have 
also been praised. Prof. Hyman, 
speaking for the Appointment 
Committee, referred to Axelrod's 
"capability of seeing problems 
from a new point of view." 
It was then the dissenting fac­
ulty members spoke up. . Other 
professors who had spoken with 
Axelrod and who had studied his 
credentiaLs voiced their opinions. 
'·'There is a question in ·my mind 
as to his ability to really probe an 
issue ... to see it from all sides." 
Another faculty member com­
mented on Axelrod's "lack of ma­
turity." He's "not the sort of per­
son whose teaching interests are 
so strong you'd .take him no mat­
ter what. Whafit comes down to, 
in essence ... I wonder about the 
person's depth." · 
This was countered by one of 
our longstanding professors who 
admitted his own naivete when he 
entered the teaching profession. 
"Except for the unusual person, a 
1 
person is likely to come into 
teaching without being able to 
present a well-rounded view and 
an exact set of principles." 
After a general consensus that 
Axelrod is "close, on the edge, 
but a high risk" and the general 
admission that he is still ·one of 
the top two people who had been 
interviewed, Katz voiced the idea 
continued on page f!lle 
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To the Editors: 
BLP Staff 
Commended 
Mr. john Arpey, Director 
· Ms. Kim Hu_nter, Managing Editor 
Dear john and Kim: 
wanted to take this 
opportunity to personally 
congratulate you on the occasion 
of your retirement as Director and 
Managing Editor of the Buffalo 
Legislation Project. You both 
should be proud of the 
accomplishments you leave 
behind. 
The BLP has provided a 
valuable public service for close to 
eigh~ years. By providing state and 
local officials with thorough 
research projects, the organization 
lends the experience and expertise 
of the law school to those who 
participate in the day to day 
operations of state, county and 
municipal government. 
During your tenures as the 
Project co-cordinator, you. have 
expanded the dimensions of our 
service both in number and 
quality. The Buffalo Legislation 
Project has produced close to 15 
papers over the last year, 
compared to some 8 papers during 
·the previous year. We have taken 
on more c~mplex areas and are no 
longer afraid io confront the hot 
The Law School has gained 6ehalf of Joanna Gozzi, Managing 
state-wide notoriety and respect Editor Elect and the new editorial 
because of your fine leader.ship board, I wish you all the 6estJn 
and the hard-working efforts of the coming years. We will count 
the Project members. I hope that I on you for advice as we have, for 
can continue the tradition of leadership. Dan D. Kohane
excellent direction you have . 
offered the organization. On Director-elect 
End Of the Katz Meow 
To the Editors: 
Anyone who has sat through Section 3 last semester can fill you in 
on Katz 's low opinion of academia. Katz took potshots at law review 
articles that relied on length and not common sense.• He disdained 
briefs and exam cramming. We were assured we were the equal of 
Wisconsin and Harvard students. (Were you worried about it?) 
This is all well and good. But now I think he may be part of the 
elitist establishment he scorns. There were his chilling words in class 
one day, that we had better prove ourselves on the exams or we "don't 
deserve to· become lawyers!" And just recently we find out that 
disproportionately many of us, most of whom performed well on all 
the other exams we took, didn't measure up to Katz's personal 
standard of what a lawyer should be. I think I know what lies behind 
his very personal· standard. . 
One of the dangers of being within academia is the possibility of 
growing arrogant and contemptuous. Students make easy prey for a 
professor who is intelligent and knowledgeable. Students think they 
know so much, but with a little finesse their reasoning can be circled, 
toyed with, dropped and shattered. To the clever professor all logic is 
vulnerable. Smith and Jones take the same exam and say the same 
things in their own way, yet such a professor might scorn Smith and 
praise Jones. Whim can have such power over how the mind sees things 
If Katz wants to complete his mission to weed out poor lawyer 
material , he should discover a method whereby his grade$ are not 
distributed randomly. Or better yet, he should go elsewhere, to a, 
school _where there really is the large squad of incompetents he is 
determined to expose. . . . . 
political ,~sues: more easily ,,.' .,, ,, ... ,,, .. ,,,,.,._, ,,, \ I ,.,,, 1111/ hr11. nrn lW/f\O:) •/(l b!ll'/JIE (., 
forgotten. I ·, ·1, ." \J,lJ ',,, ,1 · ; ',.. , 1 .••, ,, ! •J J <l:JJ!•J'l- t /J ),., ,,; , :;,w,-;,oolt;!t 'er 
Opinion talks to itself .- . 
continued from page one 
However, my doctors have 
suggested that the most practical 
cure would involve increasing my 
staff and contributions. Some 
more cartoons would be great 
help. If people would take notes 
during any special lectures they 
attend and submit them to the 
paper, the elves in Rm. 623 will 
cover them with chocolate and 
turn them into stories. Students 
can also write about any special 
programs or internships [not 
relationships] in which they are 
involved. . 
OP.: If you had one wish to be 
granted before you pass into 
oblivion, what would it be? 
IT.: To have more staff. It gets 
Vol. 18, No. 6 
.so lonely sometimes upon the 
sixth floor. It would be so nice to 
see some new faces before I'm out 
Qf print. 
OP.: What will you do if there 
is no student response? 
IT.: Weell, you've heard of ' 
euthanasia? I'm ready. I know all 
about the subject • after all, I 
carried the story on Yale 
Kamisar 's · lecture on my front 
pages. I've discussed it with my 
doctors, and they're with me all 
the way on this decision. I'm 
prepared to voluntarily give the 
authorization to have my life 
support systems terminated. I will 
let my ink run out and the presses 
stoo. 
February 9, 1978 
Editors-in-Chief 
Kim Hunter John Simson 
Randi Chavis Photo Editor 
Ted FiretogBusi~ Manager 
Staff: Musk Bikus, Bill Brdllks, Mike Buskus, Earl putzkus, Dick-.Butkus, 
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OP.: You mean to say that 
your doctors are willing to agree 
to this murder???? 
IT.: Certainly. Why should 
they fight to save the life of a 
patient that nobody (sob) cares 
about? (boo hoo) Besides, I don't 
want to live if the students aren't 
interested enough in my survival 
to get involved. 
I dqn't want you to get the 
wrong idea - there are a few 
people who contribute regularly 
to try and keep me going. You 
can find their names in the staff 
box of each issue. But the list 
keeps growing smaller. It's been a 
good life, but all too short. 
OP.: Thank you so much for 
this frank and revealing 
discussion. Maybe if you get some 
more staff help, you won't have 
to interview yourself anymore. 
The Opinion has just learned 
that a wake will be held in its 
honor on February 14, from 3:30 
to 5:30 in the first floor lounge. 
Law students seem to be 
interested in such depressing 
things as wills and wrongful death 
actions, so it is hoped that all such 
interested students will attend the 
pre-funeral wake. The Opinion is 
seriously interested in 'ncreasing 
its staff. Please come to this 
· meeting or leave your name in 
Rm. 623 if you are interested in 
keeping the Opinion alive. If there 
is little student support, this may 
very well be the swan song issue 
of the Opinion. R.I.P. 
King on Magistrates 
To the Editors:_ 
1 read with interest and increasing dismay . the ~ccoun! by BIii 
Brooks of Professor Cavanaugh's talk on lay mag1st~~t~ (S~ Opinion 
Issue Vol. 18 No. 5-Nov. 15, 1977). Unfor~unately, I w~ ~o.t_present 
at the talk and do not know to what .extent _the m1slead1n~. and 
inaccurate statements contained in the article ~errve from the v1s1tlng 
speaker or from poor reporting. However, whate~er t~e_s,our~ ~!.th~~ 
errors may be, 1 feel co,:npell~d, as someone ·who Has. r'esl:art~~ ~~d 
written extensively about magistrates' courts, as·~~H ts ,r~P~!.~ri( a 
considerable number of defendan~s in these_cou_rts, to at~inpt- to 'put 
matters right by pointing out and commenting upon th~ most ·gl_al-liig 
of these inaccuracies and mis-statements. 
Statement 1. "Three quarters of defendants accept a trial before 
·the lay magistrates. Such a choice is easy to understand wt:ien on~-~s 
how the alternatives are put to the defendant. •you can hav~ a Jury 
trial at the next Crown Court or you can have a trial bef~re'.~e ray 
magistrates today.' With such a system who ·' nee~·• 'plea 
bargaining? .... All non-jury trial cases are deci~~-,}~~'- ~ fe.)~y 
defendant$.!\re brought before lay magistrates. · , . ', _- ,,.; . 
Comments: (i) Three quarters. of defendants do not accept trial 
before the magistrates. About 90% of those who decide 'to have -~heir 
case dealt with at the magistrates' court plead guilty: The ,proportion 
who actually choose a contested trial before lay magistrates in 
preference to a judge is therefore very small indeed. · 
(ii) Hardly any trials take place on the day of the defendant's first 
appearance before the magistrates. There are almost always long delays. 
In· a recent study of Sheffield Magistrates' Court, for example, it was 
found that only 7 out of 77 Not Guilty pleas were heard immediately. 
Of the remainder the vast majority had to wait between seven and 
fifteen \veek's b~ore · theit ·case 00was " co'mP!eted·.- '· At-,' Cove_ntry 
magi~trates's court' 'any , contested 'cir's'er~fie~ul~a ~8:iflisH ndre-thar'rtMe 
hotir is rehianded ' to·a1date •Mer')three 'mor'lth'r'al1dact.?Wor'1e ·\tilf l~v6n 
after a contested trial has started;' there''is ~;o :gua\fJnt«?elJ\lll ·w~m1be 
completed without further delays between different parts of the 
evidence, for lay magistrates, being unpaid and part-time often cannot 
sit in the afternoons or on consecutive days. Moreover, even those 
defendants who plead guilty to anything . more than a motoring or 
drunkeness charge can usually expect two or three court appearances 
before being sentenced. 
(iii) Plea bargaining abounds at magistrates' courts. The only 
differences from the U.S. being that the magistrates themselves play no 
. part in · the bargaining process and the ·prosecuto_r makes no 
' recommendation as to· sentence. Nevertheless, bargains are struck -
charges are dropped or reduced in ·excAa~~el f~~ guil,~~ p!e~s: More 
often than not the, delays and inconvemem:ijs df'li'-cofitesfel:fbial are 
<) YMpn~iihfr!Ht>hiY.CWi~~~1. <il:>~rb yl2wl t19:m nOc19Q 6 nsrlW 
' '.)J!J!] ~errlet\'i~1.fti'1ho~ 11h~ncelrwhe're .PcfeMdanfl~u~i/t)(tliy 
trial, the magistrates court still plays an irilp~nt:r61e'm1th«!~ritn'inal 
process ... The prosecution presents ' its -case·and ·the 1defendant'rebtrts 
the pr.osecution arguments'.' If after boih arguments enough material In 
which a reasonable jury could convict the case is dismissed. 
Comments: (i) Since a 1967 law changed the procedure for 
committal proceedings, the number of cases where a preliminary takes 
place before the magistrates is minute. In almost all committal 
proceedings these days the prosecutor merely hands over statements of 
evidence to the defense and the 'defense lawyer acknowledges that he 
has received such statements. In .other words the magistrates act simply 
as an administrative rubber stamp. ' 
Of those few cases where there is a full commiUal he'aring, hardly 
any are dismissed by 'the magistntes,· wh1cli' fs 11 1n~its~fUlt1-tb'hs-'tlitit 
sourcJ of !f.Ot.nmerit trdin Cro'wn court- judges; '~ho1tcllnpla1ri 1th'at often 
the prosecution case is so· wea:R that 'it sh'ot.ild 'tiaVe ·(ken1tlifo~n 1oilt' at 
the magistrates' court rather than being allowed to clutter up 'the . 
crowded Crown Co~rt lists. ~ 
Statement 3: •"Statistical studies indicate that except for sex 
offenses in which the lay magistrates tend to convict more readily than 
a jury, one's chances of being acquitted are, .neither increased or 
decreased by accepting a trial t,efore the lay magistrates." 
· Comments (i) There have been no reliable statistical studies on this 
issue. Professor Cavanaugh was probably referring to a recent simplistic 
comparison of acquittal rates in the different courts. This comparison 
has been roundly attacked in . the legal press mainly on the ground that 
it fails to take into account differences between the ty.pes of cases 
heard by magistrates and those heard by juries. Most lliwyers; f<ir 
example will advise their clients to choose a magistrates> court ·Mal 
only when there is no conflict between defense and police evl~-and 
no legal complexities.-Those cases which go before juries; therefore, are 
usually the less clear-cut and more controversial. 
(ii) Statistics apart, my experience and that of all the defense 
lawyers I know is that lay magistrates will always believe police 
evidence in preference to that of the defendant, that they an~ µt~ir 
clerks are likely to misunderstand and misinterpret poinU(Of t~·Mid 
that in general the magistrates' courts leanings are mucti less faf!,'t~e 
to the defendant than jury trials. The preference for jury trials .ts also 
not difficult to understand if one realizes that there.is no obligation on 
the prosecution to reveal its case before a magistrates' court hearing. 
The defense lawyer is therefore forced to work "blind.'' 
Statement 4: "The courts are composed of magistrates ·from all 
walks of life and all Income levels.'' ' 
Comments (i) According to a study published last ye~r, the 
majority of magistrates are from the executive and professional classes 
and are between 40 and 60 years old. Although lay magistrates are less · 
continued on page five 
-Q - equals. Q ·or MethodI Madness 
My semi-annuai post-exam diet h:u commenced. I have no real way As one well acquainted with the Q, its awkward little slash 
of knowing, but a strong intuitive sense tells me that others have too. preventing it from attaining its true grace as a skew~ O, a special sort 
(It is probably the bulging stomachs and fat cheeks!) Obviously, I am of anxiety lurks when H's or D's are spotted patrolling the area near 
not the only one who needs a bag of Oreos to study Tax, or who your social security number.. 
. measures the quality of studying by the intake of carbohydrates. First there is the operation known as the ."casual glance." A quick 
. A strange mystical power overcomes the student at exam time, Jook at all- sht:ets of the grading list to see upon which page most of the 
producing effects that are unknown in ·most student models during H's and D's fall. If one page contains all Q's, the student will first look 
other times of the year. The average student model, even those for his/her social security number. If not so clear cut, the student then 
equipped with remote-control homing devices, does not come with a turns to the page with the most H's (paranoid students disregard this 
cleaning component. However, at exam time, such a component is direction and proceed .to the page with the most D's - except those in 
unnecessary, as the student will do anything to forestall the inevitable Al Katz's course, who shouldn't look at grades at-all.) 
, confrontation with notes and 9utlines. I have actually seen law The student now uses a famous procedure known as the 
students doing woodwork, .the bac~s of cabinets, vacuuming both sides ·"finger-line." Unknown of common law, the finger-1.ine was introduced 
of rugs, not to mention closet-cleaning and the bathroom bowl come ·at UB Law School by Ralph J. Stairsteps, pictured right. Finding the 
late December of May. social security number, the student tries to trace a line from his/her 
But an even stranger phenom takes place when the student returns number to the appropriate grade. This operation is generally repeated 
home after exam time. The vacation, as it is called, may provide some in the neighborhood of ten times before the student is totally sure that 
R and R, as it is called in the trade; however, it produces mostly he/she is still wrong. This is particularl,Y true if they find an H (unless 
awkward and unanswerable questions from the hometown crowd: · they are in Mr. Kochery's class, or got on the waiting list at Cornell). 
The truly incredible facet of this technique is that it is done at all. 
H.C. (hometown crowd):· "Hey, so how was your first year in law Even third· y~ar students, after five semesters, still try to find their 
school?" / grJde by the finger-ljne method. And they, too, after the tenth time, 
. LS. (law student): "As compared to what?" then proceed to the final informal method: "The Count." (Note: if 
H.C.: "Did you get good grades?" ......." during the finger-line method, Q's appear on all sides of the grade
LS.: "Don't know. Won't find out until mid-April." thought to be 'the correct grade,. the student need not proceed to the 
H.C.: "Sorry I asked." count method,) · 
' The student now counts the social security numbers from the top
But the retur!1 to school is even more painful. Those first-year of the page until reaching their respective slot. Then down the side 
students who haven't learned yet, start visiting the law school around with ~he grades. This ·is repeated (6x). Then starting from the bottom 
the first of January. They ·find an empty bulletin board. They return of the list, the student counts upward on both sides (4x). 
day after day until school starts, and still an empty board stares at Although many believe this to be the final maneuver, this writer 
them. Frustration, grows, and ·graffiti in the bath~ooms mounts. The knows of many who ar~ still unsatisfied. tJntil they see their exam with 
univ!'rse. is ,,center~d on ,the thi~d floor, as' lines of anxiety prone law the grade beautifully engraved in blue, they do not believe the bulletin 
st~de,nts ar~,~e!\ ,~a"'deri,n~ pur_po.sel~ly; as Pr9fes59r Mann would if board. 
the Due Pf(!)Cess clause had never been written. The student who ventures up to read their exam is generally 
When grades finally are posted, there is another even stranger surprised. On the exam, strange checks, arrows, and question marks are 
ritual. It is known as the "first H." It has been said that some never recorded. Sometimes point scores may be decipherable. Yet Iittle or no 
know the ritual of the H, yet I find· that difficult to believe. ~ with sense can be obtained from seeing the bluebook. Its only purpose is to 
infinite monkeys and typewriters, there is always one professor within satisfy, once and for all, that feeling that the grade you got is the grade 
this law school foolish enough to believe that you deserve an H. · you got. 
-SCATE-ing 9n Thin ·Ice 
Rule 1 "Future Plans" offers from right-wing reactionaries who do not believe in income tax). 
Never check the public servlte box. The· remaining 4½% will be traumatized by their indictments, 
Exception: Legal Clinic . stigmatized in the ev.es of the community, but not lucky enough· to be 
When a person needlessly checks •~ .e p~lic se~ice. b,ox, two, martyred by convic~ion and will end his career disbarred· and 
reactions.,-, iii,re µA&ge~d 'in , the.-., Faculty ,Evilluatjon. Computer rel.u~Ux·.selling Pacific Report.ers _to Law Libraries throughout the 
Entertainment :System. The first automatically discounts the input of nation. 
the individual; the second notifies· Federal Authorities that a dangerous Rule 4 "When to Complete Seate Form". 
person, albeit one of those burnt out flower children of the 60'.s, . Although these forms are handed out in the last class, never fill out 
attends this Law School. (It is also rumored that any Law School the form at this time; It is imperative that you pretend to do this, but 
which records a certain percentage of "public service" students must do not hand in your form at this time. Wait! Never till out your form 
fire its Admissions Committee immediately or lose all federal and state until the exam. The exam tells you more about the professor than any 
aid.) class day. Cross out penetrating in extreme cases and write in sadistic. 
Rule 2 "Future Plans" . Seate forms may also be used as subtle per~uasion. It is 
It is not wrong to check Teaching. mid-February and you're still waiting for a grade? Saunter up to the 
Exception: Legal Clinic fourth or fifth floor and causally say, "Gee Professor Insert own name, 
Many professors believe that students who aspire to teach do so I forgot to till my scate form out during the semester. Will your grades 
only because they are incompetent to become practicing lawyers! be up soon?" 
(Rea(l _ty,:o :iim~s,im~. t~e11,disre~rd :) Due to this belief, they disregard Rule S "Sadist or Masochist" , 
any fe.edback , from these _students. After- all, they are much more Many people sole enjoyment of Seate forms is that they cut fifteen 
concerne~ wi_t,h ,teaching mai;nstreamer.s h,ow. tQ succ,eed in that Jungle or. twenty minutes from classtime. Such an attitude is defeatist. Group 
out there. ~ efforts can derive endless, and, sometimes, unforeseen "benefits"_in 
Rule 3 "Future Plans" filling out SCATE Forms. Much can be accomplished by a conspiracy 
Do not check Private Practice. of sixty, if a carefully drawn scheme is constructed. 
No Exceptions! An example. Two years ago, the en_tire Family Law Class of a 
Persons who check private practice are labelled as typical professor who shall remain unnamed, conspired to .check the box 
money-grubbing backstabbers whose only concern is receiving honors · Reading Load Too Light. ~very single one1checked that box, furthes_t 
grades in t_he easiest manner possible. They are unreliable asse550rs of a to the right. Likewise, they all checked Course Undemanding, and Less 
teacher's skills due .to their aberrational goals; and are therefore also Work Than Even Perspectives On The Criminal Process. · 
disregarded. Computers send the names of these people to the IRS. In The professor · was so shocked that the following year, his/her 
ten years, their tax returns will automatically be selected for audit, and students were forced to read the entire collection of baby-waving 
upwards of 5%' will be indicted for tax evasion. One-half of 1% of this paternity cases collected in Chaplin's After aGoldrush. 
· gr;ouP, ,w!U get.a chance to become re~lly wealthy_ ~hen they are sen~ to Those who di$a,gree with this tack can always 1nitiate a reverse 
:p,r:.ison for this crime. (Writing memoirs and receiving great non-law Jo_b scate, thereby lightening the load of,.those that follow. 
February 14, 1978 
in the first floor lounge 
You are cordially invited from 3~30 to 5:30 
.to attend a pre-funeral 
Music will be ' supplied by 
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by John Simpson 
the · Irish Law 
/ WAKE Students Choral Society and the Lt. Salt's 
Broken Hearts Association Band and Funeral 
for The Opinion Appreciation Club. 
BLACK TIE OR ARMBAND IS REQUIRED! 
All students interested in The Opinion are 
encouraged to attend 11111 
~Book Review 
---........:__ 
Economic Analysis of Law 
by Mike Buckets 
Richard Posner, Professor of Law at the 
University of Chicago, has updated his 
earlier edition of Economic Analysis of 
Law. Published in November of 1977 by 
little, Brown and Company of Boston, this 
second edition with 572 pages spanning 28 
chapters explores .the interrelationships of 
law and economics. 
Posner states in his second preface that 
it is not his purpose to "survey -the law," 
but rather, as he sees it, "to suggest some 
. problems in [various fields) which 
economic analysis illuminates." 
Posner had premised ·his first edition on 
the idea that such a text could be used 
"either as a textbook in a law school 
course in economic analysis of law or as 
supplementary reading for law students 
who are inter!'!sted in finding out what 
economics may have to add to their 
understanding of the legal process." 
Economic Analysis of Law starts, 
logically enough, with a brief two-chapter 
overview of some of the general concepts 
familiar to students of introductory 
micro-economics. Commendably, he avoids 
unnecessary -detail and pointless display of 
economists' jargon. 
In subsequent chapters he deals 
analytically with discrete areas of adjective 
law. Chapter 3, "Property," for example, 
deals with, among other topics, -
incompatible uses of adjacent property. 
Posner invents a hypothetical of a rail road 
owner whose spark-emitting locomotive 
passes near a farmer's field . He then 
assesses analytically the rights, 
· expectations and probable course of action 
of both parties given various "cost" and 
"benefit" data. 
He carries through with the same type 
of logic and clarity in considering holders 
of sufficient interests in the same property, 
e.g., life tenant and remainderman. 
Chapter 4, "Contract Rights and 
Remedies,' ' proves to be a 
thought-provoking 35 page discussion of 
such contract classics as consideration, 
reliance, unconscionability and damages. 
Suggesting a modern-day equivalent of 
the Hadley v. Baxendale foreseeability 
issue, Posner loads . the consequential 
damages scale with transportation costs of . 
a commercial photographer who buys film 
for a Himalayan trip that flounders when 
the film fails. Posner's insights into 
risk-shifting, and consequently setting of 
price terms for contracts, seems 
well-reasoned. 
Yet, at times his dogged ·economic 
adherence to the belief that efficiency and 
rational behavior are the twin motors of 
the commercial machine, undercuts his 
otherwise prescient · analysis. Thus, he 
asserts that: "If a rule of contract law is 
ineffic.ient, whatever its noneconomic 
merits, the parties will simply contract 
around it; if forbidden i:o do so, there will 
be a price adjustment. Thus, if the holder 
in due course doctrine is · abolished, the 
price of consumer credit .wiil rise to 
compensate installment sellers for the 
higher costs of operating without the 
benefit of such a doctrine." 
Surely he is at least out of date on that 
point, ' if not clearly wrong. Where is his 
recognition of the changed federal law? 
Why didn't he notice 16 CFR 433 or 40 
Fed . Reg. 53506 (1975)? It seems beyond 
doubt that, in fact, consumer credit costs 
have not risen as postulated (indeed, in 
part they are limited by state laws). Thus, 
by assuming, without proving that the 
holder in due course doctrine is a necessary 
accoutrement of installment credit - as 
opposed to the equally plausible notion 
that such a doctrine represents just one 
more feature of the typical adhesion 
contract he concludes that, 
axiomatically, removal of the "crutch" 
must be paid for by consumers. 
This example highlights issues that 
perplex and baffle even experienced 
economists. By positing solely economic 
(as opposed to plausibly, at least, historical 
or even shyster-lawyering) reasons for the 
doctrine, he restricts his analysis to only 
positive economic discussion of costs. 
Thus, he ignores the normative question of 
whether the doctrine can be justified on 
any ground. 
Similarly, in later chapters, Posner 
focuses almost myopically on doilars and 
cents answers to questions embracing far 
more fundamental and indeed 
immeasurable - human values. Thus, his 
discussion ·of "sale" of human babies 
misses the crux of the issue. Similarly, his 
efforts at economic analysis of society's 
perceived sexual values is absurd. At page 
117, he contends: 
"Laws forbidding homosexuality may be 
seen as a response to a social demand for a 
red~crkm-1,, t'!e rate ofpopulation growth 
Can such a matter be so simplistically 
reduced to mere desired aggregates of 
population? 
Howeve(, to point to such pitfalls "in 
·Posner's text without at the same time 
highlighting some of his significant 
achievements would be a disservice to 
prospective readers of Economic .Analysis 
of Law. 
His , treatment of economics and torts, 
for ex.ample, ·ls superb. He has applied 
rigorous logic to such· standard tort 
concepts as assumptions of risk; rescue 
duty, contributory · negligence · and 
comparative negligence. ; · , ' ,0 : L • 
Even if you disagree - as this- •revi~el' 
does · - with some of the poticy 11 • 
assumptions underlying Learned· Hand's 
U.S. v. Carroll Towing Co. analysis of-loss . 
prevention, you will nevertheless · be 
enlightened about how courts reason with 
the formula. 
Subsequent chapter~on taxation antf"· 
distributive justice, among others, do raise 
and focus significant 'isWes-•~~ bffitiqo 
economic theme that pervades· Pdshet ~ 
discussion of law. · · ·1 ' 
_Because of the very nature of its 
ambitious breadth of coverage, ·this text 
probably lacks the depth one would 
require before using it as the core of an 
economics and law course. However, ·that 
shortcoming is more than balanced in 
another respect; indeed, Posner's text 
commends .itself highly as.a collater.al text 
for such courses as Contracts, Torts, _ 
Property and ' Ta,frThis ·i'evit~r is1 forced -' 
to• agree ' with · the' ' 'logic·al '.:. 'styfe lof'1' 
' presentatiort' ';tnd corn:lude"tt{at ·by·fraintnt· 
thought-provoking questions on numerous 
planes of law, this book has made a 
noteworthy accomplishment. Posner is 
exactly on point when he says that such a · 
text "forces the reader to confront 
economics-not as a body of abstract theory 
but as a practical tool of analysis." 
By creating a new awareness of a· 
much-neglected •field, Posner has 
broadened the perspectives of his readers. 
Read the book. 
by Thomas Saitta 
A while ago I read in a newspaper of a 
man receiving over 3,000 years in 
consecutive sentences for one crime. 
Thinking this a m'isprint, I quickly checked 
to make · sure I wasn't reading the 
Courier-Express. To the defendant's 
misfortune and my credit, it wasn't the 
Courier-Express and the story was correct. 
Notwithstanding, the problems of the 4th 
estate, 3,000 years judgment is either the 
longest sentence ever given, or from an 
Alabama court. 
Whether the sentence was set in 
Alabama or Buffalo (add ten years if 
sentence must be served in Buffalo) it's a 
stiff sentence. What could the .defendant 
have possibly done to deserve such a 
sentence? After all, James Earl Ray got off 
with life, Al Capone 20-30 years, 
Ehrlichman under two •years and Nixon 
$60,000 dollars a year. Is there no justrce? 
3,000 years is long enough for more than 
40 life times. (Or to get through half of 
Moore's.) Then again, he'll probably just be 
paroled and out on the streets in sixty 
years; bleeding heart courts. 
This sentence, however, is only in terms 
of years of incarceration. There may be 
harsher sentences though not as long. 
Death for instan·ce is cruel but quick. 
There's also exile, self-criticism, public 
humiliation, mutilation, term life insurance 
and hard labor. Hard labor - what's 
inherent in work · that makes it 
punishment? After all, we all work. Wages 
of course. What separates prisoners from 
workers is that they are paid the value of 
their output. Of course, this would make 
the Modesto Valley and Gallo vineyards 
the largest penitentiary in the world. 
But aci:;ording to t~e Biblical 
pop four opinion -feb"""Y 9, 1978 
interpretation of work, expulsion from the 
Garden of Eden arid the need to · 
henceforth work to survive is punishment 
for original sin. Not only was this 
punishment for life, but it was passed on to 
all descendents of the defendants · (talk 
abo.ut abandoning Mens Rea!). This would 
surely seem to qualify as a Book of the 
Month Club selection for the stiffest 
sentence ever given. One might disagree, 
pointing to the mass death of the great 
deluge as a harsher sentence. But this 
would require one. to believe in Noah and 
the Ark, which is about as plausible as 
Griffin Bell as a Freedom Rider. 
It might do us well to inquire as to why 
such a severe penalty was given to Adam 
and Eve. As we've all been taught, told, 
and tutored, you cannot punish on whim 
or caprice, but solely for logical reasons. 
Immediately to mind comes the most 
famous foursome since Heaven, Hell, 
Limbo, and Purgatory - reform, restraint, 
retribution and deterrance. 
The question now becomes which of 
these four goals would expulsion from 
Eden accomplish. The first two choices, 
reform and restraint, look dubious. Any 
method to r!'Sttain further original sin or 
reform people not to commit it seems 
e~tremely difficult. (historically one can 
turn to Jefferson's failure in enforcing the 
non-intercourse act.). The whole idea of 
sending Adam and Eve out of th~,G~n 
alone seems counter-productive. Perhaps 
by forcing them to work to surviv.e, it was 
felt that Adam and Eve would be too busy 
fororiginal sin. But as it is written "the sun 
gotta go down sometime." Unles~, of 
course, they were to be exiled to a place so 
dismal, so antithetical to all human 
emotion that it would in and of itseff 
discourage any tenderness or relations even- . 
approaching original sin. (But "iet's leave 
UB out of this!) So it would appear that 
restraint and reform are not the goals of 
this punishment. 
What about deterrance? 1· think not. 
Whom would this sort of sentence deter. It 
might stop people from eating apples in 
Eden, but it sure as hell ain't gonna stop 
Love's old s~eet song. A minor-problem is 
reached as the punishment follows Adam 
and Ev~s. descendants, and people are 
already being punished for something they 
did not do. Thus, there's no reason· to 
refrain from original sin. (Bentham would 
turn ·over in his grave) and the punishment 
has no deterrance value. 
The final choice is retribution. If so, 
judging from the severity of the sentence, 
God must have really been miffed about 
the whole incident. Could you imagine if 
he wrote an opinion on his decision? I 
could picture it now with little · brackets 
every Qther llne :saying .(GO] · a(ef.J­
Diety. Who would dis~ot (rpm ~~Vi~t , 
even Douglas. But then ~in,.God woulA 
probaoly Just c"~ncul" ana11et'cirddto\vriJ ' 
the 'opinion. · · f · •· 
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The following profasso~ would get F's for punctuality I if- 1118<;.,...,J -~' 
deadline were m,forced at the Law School. At noon oriqt: ' ·.·,9,u i; 
n,arly three weeks after the unofficial daadllne,:~ for_~ -f#',('..:"'t ,,L, 
14 non-semins courses were still not posted.-: .(TwentfthriNt-. · · ,. i'i: 
had been posted.) . -
BELL Torts McCARTY ·Contraats 
BREGER Civ. Pro. MANN ·•.• Ciktt~l:air1f; ) 
GREINER Fed. Tax I MUGEL. nte1--Future l... 
JOYCE · Fed. Tax I SCi:tAPiRO CCJ.!po~
JOYCE Grat. Trans. SCHLEGEL Comm. Tm 
KOCHERV Civ. Pro. II SPANOGLE Comm_.tna. 
KOCHERV Labor Law SPANOGLE Consuns 
·-· 
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N¥BarStti~ieSAdve~tisingCGmtracts 
by Bike Musk~ts SS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$S$SSS$S$$$$$$$$$$$£S which lawyers accept representation and the cost of legal 
· ~ . S S services impede the informed selection of · lawyers." 
In the aftermath of the United States Supreme Courtt's S S Recommended Cho¢, page 2. . 
decision allowing attorney advertising, the attention of the S S Similarly, EC 2-10 was modified· by the addition of,JoE·'s. 
_legal profession has focused on the bar's delivery· of lepl S --S this statement: "A lawyer should ensure that the 
services to the .public (See Bates v. State Bar of Arizona, S ...-....----.. S information contained in any advertising which tbe lawyer 
53 L.Ed.2d ,81,0J,1977); see also Opinion, Vol. 18, No. 2,: S publishes, broadcasts or causes to be published is relevant, 
pp. 4-5, October 6, 1977), ,. . . S : is disseminated in an objective and understandable fashion 
· ~s:i;ordjng to Quay-le, P-l~~ser and Company's "l.:.aw S . DIBOOUNT ATTORNEY S and would facilitate the prospective client's ability to 
Poll" (ii new- feature for, the American &r Association S s select a lawyer." Id., at 3-4. 
Journal, c.ommencing with the November is~e), 71% of S SERVICE S The revised Disciplinary Rules continue the ban on 
the 602 attorneys polled cited advertising and related S · S personally accepting employment in response to 
aspects of the professional relationship with the -public ass This week's Special: s· unsolicited advice to others to obtain"legal counsel, except 
· the rrios~ pressing of current issues facing lawyers, 42% of S S in the case of a close friend or relative. DR 2-104 (A)(l ). 
those polled listed advertising as their top personal S WBONGJ.PUL DEATH ACTIO]JS S Currently, no provisions allow for •utilization of 
conc~r~, n· ,; i _,. ,, · . . : , · . - : NOT 12,BOO : electronic' .media to advertise. If the new plan is adopted 
s,, . , ol ,.,•.,. 1r, , ,. , • S by the Appellate ·Division, · then radio ads would be 
Propqff'd ~e; t{>.,,Code of Professional Responsibility S NOT 12,000 permissible; however, tape recorded copies of any radio 
l'he~uµ-entJiy, applicable section of New York's Code: Q LY $l Q99 gg : "spots" would have to be kept for at least one year after 
of P_rofessional Responsibility, Disciplinary Rule 2-101 (B), S N , . S . airing·the ad. DR 2-101 (C). 
is identical to the provision in the Arizona Code which the S S TV commercials would not be allowed . The 
Supreme Court declared unconstiiutional in &tes. S .-a;._: S Committee recognized the difficulties of regulating 
To formulate an official response to &tes,-the New S __, S television advertising. The Committee's Report asks the 
York State Bar Association empowered its "Action. Unit S n ·i"TT'orc8S 3 for the S question: "[W)ho will be responsible for policing claims of 
No. 3 (Legal Services)" to study the situation. The Action S .v •••••~•••• S fraud and misrepresentation[?) Will the Federal Trade 
Unit's mandate was to submit proposed resolutions, S (uncontested) price Of 1 : Commission or some other federal body supplant the 
including amendments to the Code • of Professional S · jurisdiction of the state enforcement agency?" Report, at 
· Responsibility to implement those changes. · t$$$$$$$$$$$$S$$$$$$S$$$$$$$$$$$$1U$$$$ 20. 
The ..~ction Unit met on. nur,:ierol!s occasions from public offices, publications and foreign language ability. The proposed changes in the Code were approved by 
July ,,thJ,;_>,yst, -,,9HAA~r, 1i~nder J tpe, chaifpefsonship of Other infor.mation to apprise the pro~tive client of the the Bar Association's House of Delegates at a meeting on 
Anthw:iY a~ ; .Palern:i9r~f ROfhe~\-er,, On_-~tober 10, 1977 services of the practitioner or firm would include prices for November 5. The new guidelines cannot be implemented, 
the t\f:\i~p,-µn_jt :P.~Sl;f1~ 1it~ 48_:page: .report. to th~ Bar basic services, and participation, if any, in prepaid group however, until approval is extended by the Appellate 
Association . In addition, ·the committee authored a legal services· programs. Office hours could be publicized, Division's Coordinating Committee on Lawyer Advertising. 
26-page compilation of "Recommended Changes" to the as could any fees for initial consultation. If credit cards or That committee includes Justices Silverman· and Steuer 
CPR. · other credit arrangements are accepted, the ads may so (1st Dept.), Mollen (2d Dept.), Sweeney (3d Dept.) and 
According to Henry J. Smith, New York State Bar indicate. If the services advertised are~ subject to a Simons (4th Dept.) . Also meinbets of the committee are 
Association President, the proposecl change to the CPR contingent fee, .then the statement ofrates must specify if four lawyers, including John Stenger of Buffalo. Justice 
"provides the mearis with wh'ich to regulate such the percentages are calculated before or after the Simons has been designated as chair of the committee. -
advertising in the public interest." New York State &r deduction of costs. , · The New York State Bar is ·not the only professional 
News, Vol. 19, No. 7, November 1977, Page 1, Col. 2. By advertising fees, the lawyer is bound for at least 30 group working on· revising rules on attorney advertising. In 
The Report of Action Unit Number 3 recommended days to adhere to the advertised price. DR 2-101 (E). December of 1977, the American Bar Association, under 
that old Section" DR 2-191(8) be repealed. In its place 'The Action Unit also proposed amendments to the the presidency of William B. Spann, Jr., empaneled a 
would be new provisions allowing attorneys t<;> publish Ethical Code section of the CPR. Noting that only the seven-member committee to explore the issue of 
"extensive biographical, fee and non-fee data relevant to Disciplinary Rules portion · of the CPR was actually advertising legal services. Significantly, the ABA 
the ·informed seleo_tion of counsel." Report at p. 17. incorporated into the New York State Court Rules, the committee is not limited· to· lawyers. It includes David 
T'1e propo~d~ ~egul;tti<?ns- place no sti;ictltres on .,oommittet- recemmtnded some repeaf--of-the Ethical (;ode' I.ink;- the Dean of Notre Dame Law School, as well as a 
printed media a~vertising, save for the limiting phrase that ·(to eliminate redundancy) as well ·as ~me re-labelling 0 ~ representative of a large Chicago advertising agency. Also 
it be in a ·"dignffied manner." DR 2-101 (B). Also, ·the ads Ethical Code sections as Disciplinary Rules. Report, at on the committee are Sandra DeMent, executive director 
·are subject to a- prohibition on claims which are "false, 17-18. of the National Resource Center for Consumers of Legal 
fraudulent, misleading, deceptive, or professionally The major proposed change_s to the Ethical Codes Services, and Truman Eustis, senior corporate counsel for 
self-laudatory, or·which cannot be measured or verified, or were to Canon· 2 which is entitled . "A lawyer Should · the New York Times Co. · 1 
which contains a representation of qµality of service." DR Assist the legal Profession in Fulfilling its Duty to Make The ABA . committee was given a mandate to 
2-101 (A) .' legal Counsel Available." In particular, EC 2-7 was "intensively study" whether bar associations should use 
The items which may be permissibly advertised would expanded. Added was the assertion that "lack of institutional advertising for lawyers. 
include basic biographical data of lawyers (name, law firm, information about the availability of · 1awyers, the Some results or· conclusions are expected from both 
education, admission to the bar), area of specialization, qualifications of particular lawyers, the areas of law in the NYSSA and ABA initiatives within several months. 
~n~ld!fn:e~~f~~~~ ·,·  ~ .. 
of ari"e~~ u~iW F.IW :~~~· '/n _'iti'~P¥t; ~~~~: are s~~i .v~ry 1 few mal\~al 
workers on ifie l>ench and almost no representatives from the black or 
Asian communities. 
(ii) The magistrates' court system makes' no concessions 
whatsoever to democratic principles. The magistrates are selected, not 
elected, and the selection is made from lists submitted by (guess who?) 
existing magistrates. It is, in other words, an elitest, self1)erpetuating 
~~- - . 
Whatever may ·have been Professor Cavanaugh 's intentions, it 
iPJ>eafS that the Opini~n reporter and probably other members of her 
audif1ce receiyed a somewhat idealized version of the operation of 
mag!·tr_,' ,~Vffl io, E~gland. :This is always the daflle!' ~f presenting 
to a u~r·;., :~~ifnc,o a ~eaker who clearly has _a vested interest in 
pr tins , I'; , Yt~ bp1or.she_isdescribing. Anyone who _has taken 
the o~bq ~~'wever,', tb re~, a~y of the recent studies on E_nglish
mag1,w~ courts or who have v1sted these courts to see for himself 
how fthey- operate will ,realize that .things are not quite as rosy as 
Prof~sor Cavanaugh seems to have depicted them. 
f;lnally, I should mention that I offered to debate public;ally with 
Pr~ii' sor .Cavanaugh, -duringrher stay at- Buffalo.1he advantages and 
di ntages of ta,9 Ms~• court systepp: ;Fll_i, offer she chose to 
dec;li e_ •• ' ""'t ' "'l ' 1••J ·i ' or 
lH!-' "'' ·' , ', . Mich pl J(iog; Associate Visiting 
,'II' ':r, :,-.,:••r: ' · 1 • ' Professor 
Faculty M·eeting . • • 
that perhaps it would be best to 
struggle along without an addi­
tional faculty member. The major­
ity doubted the teaching ability of 
Axelrod. Would it be best to con­
tinue anoth~r year without an ad­
ditional Criminal Law Professor? 
Finally, a vote was taken to 
"recommit the recommendation 
back to the Admissions Commit­
tee." The final decision as to the 
hiring of Robert Axelrod has been 
left to the Appoin~ments Commit­
tee. 
Paul Spiegelman was recom­
mended as a prospective Civil Pro­
cedure professor. Among his re­
commel'!dors is Prof. Herbert 
Weschsler, who speaks of 
: Spiegelman's legal ability in the 
highest terms. Other comments re­
garding him were: "He has an ea­
aerness, not just a willingness to 
teach in the area of Civil Proce­
dure," "He represents one of the 
lowest risks . . . a better bet_for 
high scholarly achievement." The 
--vote was unanimous to offer 
Spiegelman a position. · 
Arttiur Scott Field, a 1977 Jan­
uary graduate petitioned the fac­
ulty for a hearing on his J.D. de­
i,ee. Field contends that he 
should have gri\duated cum laude. 
.He was enrolled in the· joint de­
gree program between the Law 
School and the School of Manage­
ment. He graduated with eleven 
H's and twelve Q's (including two 
H*'s). 
The following quote from 
Field's petition gives some of his 
reasons for the appeal. 
"The mere fact that I was in 
the joint degree program should 
have been considered when look­
ing at my marks. Being in the 
joint degree program required ta­
king on a greater course load than 
the average law student. Since the 
management courses were located 
on the Main Street Campus valu­
able study time was taken up 
shuttling back and forth between 
the two campuses. Unlike· law 
school courses, which generally 
have one exam, the management 
courses had exams several times a 
semester which required greater 
concentration on those subjects. 
Many of the .management courses 
had written assignments for every 
class as well, in addition to the 
reading assignments. While many 
of these writing assig,vnents were 
strictly perfunctory exercises, 
continued from page one 
they consumed a great deal 'of 
time." 
The cum laude designation -is 
bestowed on graduates in a purely 
mechanical manner. It is awarded 
to those .people · who receive 50 
percent or more H grades and 
does not include classes taken as 
part of a joint degree. No extra 
credit is given for Honors with dis­
tinction. 
Boyer commented, "We see no 
reason to re-examine the ru.e," 
before commencing the vote on 
the petition. The vote was decid­
edly against Field. 
The meeting adjourned after 
Bob Reis deferred his report on 
the Sea Grant, since the meeting 
had already been quite lengthy. 
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me. Are these economics books for law students also? 
Also the benches are where they were yesterday, so your
repl; doesn't make too much sense •• The noise does not 
a,me from the doors (for they are but inanimate obj~ts) 
iust as "unders,ad" noise doesn't eminate from the locked
-BITCH TICK'ETS doors of the new UGL and Lockwood. Face it, law 
7. 11/7B/77 
COMPLAINT: I would like lo know why there is such a 
hassle in aetting change for the xerox machine. The new 
policy of rationed and regulated disbursement of change 
seems both asinine and unreasonable. It's bad enough to 
be. hassled with other bureaucracies - but over such a 
trivial matter as this is ridiculous. There can be no valid 
excuse for this!!!! 
RESPONSE: Unfortunately, this is not a trivial matter. 
Oiange was provided as a service for. those .using the copy 
machine to copy law library materials. The abuse of the 
service b~ those needing change for the food machines 
made it impossible to continue as before. 
A very substantial amount of staff time is taken in getting, 
sorting and distributing change. The record indicated a 
significant arvount was NOT being used for the copy 
machine even though, when asked, all those requesting 
change said yes, for the xerox. 
If you are being "hassled," it is because of those who 
abuse the service. 
The Law Library has no obligation to underwrite the food 
service. Complain to Food Service or someone else. We 
cannot justify expenditures from the library budget for 
this purpose. Time of staff is money. Indeed, the cost to 
the Law Library to provide the change for copy machines 
must be carefully reviewed. If staff time is used for that 
function, something else will not get done. 
8. 11/28/77 
COMPLAINT: New attitude about change - Was told I 
would have to bring the work I wanted with me to be 
xeroxed ' next time, asked why I wanted change, etc. 
Students have to have change to xerox and should not be 
given the third degree. We have no other source of change 
and have to rely on the library. If this presents such a 
problem for staff, some alternative, should be devised that 
will minimize this unnecessary hostility! 
RESPONSE: Please see the Bitch Ticket immediately prior 
to this one for your response. 
9. 11/28/77 
Complaint: I am complaining because when I went to what · 
is supposedly the "law" library, which I assumed would be 
for law students, on the night of November 14th, I_ 
couldn't. find two seats together anywhere because the 
library was overrun with non-law students. I have already 
heard all the talk about this being a state library open to 
all - but if it is going to be called a "law library," it should 
be for the study of "law" only. I also find that with all the 
noise they make, even if you find a seat, the library is 
wor_thless since you can't study in it. 
As it is, I find the "law" library a completely wasted 
facility of the law school, since it is kept from the use of 
people studying law by overcrowding from non-law 
people, too much noise from non-law people, and the 
Ff1eral wreckage of the library by non-law people. 
RESPONSE: This is a common complaint to which the 
library responded in the very first Bitch Ticket. We do 
expect the problem of overcrowding to be ajleviated when 
the UGL moves to Capen over intersession. Measures will 
be taken at that time to encourage those persons -not 
needing le~I materials to use other libraries. 
10. 
COMPLAINT: Xerox machines NEVER work. Fix please. 
RESPONSE: The problem of the xerox machines was dealt 
with in Bitch Ticket number 4 . The machines are old and 
overworked. When they break down, a call is immediately 
placed for a service person to come to the rescue . The 
Library staff are very conscientious in this regard. 
Prof. Newhouse has promised to review the entire complex 
situation and has promised results by February 1, 1978. 
Until then, please stand in line with the rest of us! 
11. 
COMPLAINT: It is beyond me how LAW students could 
find it legitimate to bitch about us undergraduates. Their 
problem is more likely their workload, and not the people 
who share these facilities. l 
If it's noise they are complaining about, then no one 
would contest the fact that most of it comes from right 
outside the· library · doors - where mostly law students 
congregate. Do us a favor and either move those benches, 
or have signs asking for quieter conversations. Their noise 
there is a constant bother to us balcony-goers - who are 
mostly undergrads. Now who is being inconsiderate to 
whom? 
And if they want a library all to themselves, then why not 
just give them the entire building, and then all of Amherst. 
·They're just pissed that they didn't _make Harvard! II -
Quite a sincere student. (P.S. 7th floor is freezing!) 
RESPONSE :· The Law Library is intended for those 
students are no different from undergrads: they can be just 
as noisy and inconsiderate as the next guy. The onlypersons studying law or requiring the use of legal materials. 
All ·other persons will be expected to make use of the cifference is that they use bigger words. - As concerned as 
Undergraduate Library when it 111oves to Capen Hall over before ' 
intersession. RESPONSE: The Economics collection · is being housed 
The problem of noise from persons congregating outside temporarily in the Law Library until Lockwood Library 
•the library stems from the fact that the doors must retnain moves out in May 1978. This collection is obviously meant 
open. These doors, which were installed improperly, are a for Economics students or any person requiring the ·use of 
fire hazard when closed because they open in the wrong economics materials. 
direction. One of them also has no spring and slams shut - The benches WERE · moved at 3:30 P.M on Wednesday, 
causing more nuisance than persons who congregate November 30th by a member of the Circulation Staff. 
· outside. For four years we have been trying to have the Whether students or maintenance staff replaced them is 
doors corrected. We have been informed that construction arlQ_~ question. The benches will ·be moved again today, 
funds have been allocated for their repair along with other lkcern6er 1, and maintenance Will be notified of the 
repair on campus - a target date being next spring. change. , 
To alleviate the present situation, the be_nches outside the Our last reply did NOT say that the doors themselves 
library have been moved across and down the hallway. caused the noise - but rather the obvious fact that the 
In re the temperature problem on the seventh floor, please doors must remain open. 
see Bitch Ticket number 5. - Quite a sincere librarian May you enjoy the new UGL when it opens in Capen . . 
12. 11/30/77 21.12116n1 
COMPLAINT: Why is it that McKinney's, W.KM., C.L.S. COMPLAINT: If this is the ticket, where's the bitch who 
and other often-used services are available only on reserve? comes with it? 
There are times when the user is unsure about which RESPONSE: The Random House Dictionary of American 
volume(s) to use and the resulting repeated requests for Language describes "bitch" as: 1) a female dog; 2) a 
one volume, then · another, etc., while not a serious female of canines generally; 3) SLANG: a. a malicious, 
disruption, is something of an inconvenience. unpleasant, selfish woman, esp. one who stops at nothing 
RESPONSE: You have answered your own complaint - to reach her _goal, b. a lewd woman; 4) SLANG: a. a 
that is, that these materials ARE often used. The reserve complaint, b. anything difficult or unpleasant; 5) SLANG: 
collection is geared to maki_ng high use materials available to complain, gripe; 6) SLANG: to spoil, bungle ... 
to the most students possible. Since you used the relative pronoun "who" which relates 
In addition to equity, we are concerned with loss of to persons, I assume you refer to definition number-,ihree. 
primary source materials. Keeping them on reserve means This, however, is an incorrect reference 'because our Bitch 
keeping control means maintaining complete up-to-date Tickets refer to definition number four. 
sets. 
Setting aside a limited use area where users would have n. 12119n1 
free access involves problems of space, mis-shelving, and COMPLAINT: The new sign on the xerox room is pretty 
LACK of shelving. The latter two would result in less funny. At a nickel a shot, I doubt if you'll stop 
efficient user access. underpaduates from using the facilities - and that makes 
The indexes to the major sets: McKinney's, C.L.S., me happy. . 
N.Y.Jur., and ·sender's forms are available at the Take the stupid sign down. UGL will be open soon and no 
Circulation Desk counter. Using the indexes will help doubt xeroxing will not be done so heavily here. Till then 
locate the proper volumes. · ~ sign serves little purpose. If I'm here with my 
"original" and my "ickel, what are the chances· I'll run to 
13. 12/1 /77 Blicott because of the signs? -That si.e._~ lhe .'.'OU.T .OF 
COMPLAINT: Re: Biteh Tick'efftutnlfer7 - ~?'rsupt '""ORDE Slpalaine ·trlC '::""now, RX\o/f*to• go to 
that you check out the possibility of installing a dollar bill Blicott, so take the first down and keep the second - it 
changer somewhere (e.g., the snack mxhine ara) where works. -
space permits and where tile noise will not intrude? RESPONSE: The sign is there to advertise a policy of the 
RESPONSE: The possibility of a dollar bill changer was an law Library. In the event an abuse of this service is 
obvious answer the library considered long, long ago. We brought to out attention, the library will have a basis for 
would like nothing better, but the university office who recourse. 
must apptove such a · move, Vending Services, has 
absolutely refused for "security reasons." Perhaps if loud 24.1211Dn1 
outcries from the university community were heard, we COMPLAINT: What will be the basis for recourse1 (Refers 
could be successful in obtaining one. to previous bitch). P.S. The ventilation in here is lousy! 
RESPONSE: Can't you read??? The sign limiting copying 
14. 12/1/77 to law related materials is notification of library policy. 
COMPLAINT: What can be done about the liahting levels Notification is the basis for recourse. 
in the library? I challenge you to try to read the fine print The ventilation problem is related to the1h'eating/cooling 
in the dictionaries on the third floor. The same goes for system and not under our co,ntrol. ee 13itch Ticket . 
the notices posted on the upperclass bulletin board ootside Number 5. 
the library. At night, I can barely make oot the bold print· 
in those areas, and I have 20-20. vision. (I'd like to see spot 2S. 12/20/77 
lighting strategically placed to eliminate these problems.) COMPL~INT: If it is r~ourse, then let ine suggest one -
Along the same lines, the light bulbs in the library pbce armed students at the door, with the right to shoot 
stairwells are left burned out for months at a time. I'd like those whom [sic] "abuse" the xerox machine. · 
to see them replaced as they bum out to reduce the The only recourse I can think of is to rescind the SBA 
likelihood of an injury. subsidy, but that would be stupid since SBA wants the 
RESPONSE: Lighting in the Law · Library is a grave subsidy. So why the hell do you want to limit xeroxing .to 
problem. Staff also suffer. The problem goes back to the law material? ✓ 
architect who obviously never had to work in the building P.S. Why don't you just lirriit the machine to smart people 
he designed . The problem is intensified by the state's panic 
.. . then no one at this place would abuse it - or even use 
and defensive behavior when· it sees requests for renovation it. . 
in new state buildings, particularly when such a RESPONSE: The SBA does NOT subsidize the copy 
controversial campus as this is involved. The renovation in machines - no one does. We do not even see the profits so 
the AV Department took two years to be approved. ,we are not about to maintain machines for copying 
All we can do is- replace bulbhs-they burn out and ask non-law materials. 
library users to please inform us when this occurs. Would 
you also believe that· the high intensity bulbs required for 30.1/~/78
most of the lights in the library have to be specially COMPLAINT: Third floor xerox machine. The machine 
ordered from the company as they burn out? As a result, smells smokey. I can't believe that I've been told to write 
many of the bulbs must be replaced temporarily with my complaint out - without 'feeling guilty, etc. When 
lower watt bulbs. there's smoke upstairs. Qo you really believe that this is 
the quickest way to be certain that there is no "fire in the 
15. 12/1/77 library?
COMPLAINT: Oh come off it! The law library may house RESPONSE: The third floor copy room smells smokeylaw books but ·it belongs to us all - no matter what you because of the numerous fires that have occurred in the 
say. Grant it [sic] most of us undergrads will go elsewhere 
xerox machine. The machine was checked. shortly after
when the' other libraries open, so you'll probably get what you reported smelling smoke and seemed okay. The you want. 
machine is old, and a close watch is ~ept on it. Remember, there are also economics books here, and what 
· IS and LM curves have to do with jurisprudence is beyond · 
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,.M~D.YFinal Graaes Still •Wnpested. 
by Tim Cashmore although he said he expected to One suggestion floating around 
1rn , , • "· have his grades in by the week of was to withhold paychecks until 
The Ii nes around •the Februiry 6. "I usually grade grades are in, but that remedy 
third,f.loor b'ulletin board may be exams in the week between seems drastic at best and illegal at 
getting smaller, but · they•~e also . Christmas and New Year's," he worst. 
getting,m0re ,frustrated .· explained, "but this year I had to One administrator indicated 
, ·On -.dte~ firs·t •~ay nf February - give. a presentation in Atlanta that that student protest might be 
nearly two weeks after the law week. Then I had to organize the more effective than anything else. 
soltool sdinofficfafl grade deadline research and writing program." "If a group of students marched 
- only about half of the school's While Greiner thinks this year's into the Dean's office, that would 
non-seminar course grades were late grades are unusual, Registrar show how important they think 
posted. Charles Wallin does not. "Th.ere this is,'' he sa:id. 
Although first-year grades are are no more than last year," he Greiner di~ . noi feel that 
usually the first up, section one said. "Every year this happens:" professors have a "cavalier 
student, 11 this .:.,year were , still Greiner sees the problem as an . attitude" about grades -
~itiog1on,Pebr_,ua,y.8 for three of "annoyance issue" - the primary generally, he thinks grades are a 
their four grades. Some upperclass reason for the furor, he thinks, is "high priority." But he and Wallin 
students had ne.cei,ved none. that the students simply are both noted that, just as there are 
Although some say this year's curious about their grades. Many some professors who always finish 
grades are no later than usual, st.udents, though, believe it is grading early, there are others 
they do seem to be generating a more serious than that. provides almost the only external some kind of sanction," said who ·are inevitably late. 
great deal of controversy. Some If a first-year student did motivation for getting tests Greiner, although he was unable "Some of them," said an 
administrator, "will not breakStudent Bar Association members exceptionally badly, for instance, graded. to suggest any which would be 
have suggested bringing a petition his grades might help him to "It would be nice if there was both effective and legal. their humps." 
before the Academic Planning and decide whether to stick out the · c1·1ent Counsel"1ng Compet"1t"1on
Pol icy Commit,tee, urging . semester. People looking for 
sanctions against professors who summer . and . permanent jobs · 
fail to meet the grade deadline.. might find that each passing day Set for March 4 
The unoffioiali ·deae:Uiae; ,w.Hif:b , \Without .a•-.tr,m~ipJ makes that . ,, • 
waJ:.-1a~rdtc:f ',:l)t,..- •'bv, " a,, fc1cult¥,'J tasl< ·moFe. diffjcuLt,... The Client ,Counseling Competition will be study the materials and to do any additional research 
cotflh'il't1lee j.1 Csrfoi#rwdki1Mter>th.6'J' ✓ :,f\'H(,, .some0ne,i ,failed·· .a ' 1fall 1, conducted at ,the . Law ·School on the evening of deemed necessary by the individual contestant. 
lasfifinal 'exa:m'.- lhat ·was Janaary semester ·course, an unduly February 21 . At that time, two students will be · On-the evening of the 21st) students will have 
20 . Compliance with that delayed grade could make that selected to represent the Law School at the regional thirty minutes to conduct an interview with a client. 
deadline, though, has never been person miss the deadline for competition on March 4. If successful at the regional The student will then have fifteen minutes to 
complete, and this year, according · adding the sa"le course this level, the team will go to the National CQITlpetition prepare• a presentation to a judge. This presentation 
to -_Assistant Dean William Greiner, semester.' - in New York City on April 1. may include a summary of the · interview, your 
it seems worse than ever. .One cause of the late grades attitude, legal issue!> involved, research ·you feel may 
"I don't know why it's taking may be the lack of any sanctions This year's topic is the legal status of unmarrieds be neeessary, and any other matters the student feels 
so long," said Greiner. "It's an against professors who habitually living together. All students are invited to essential. 
aberration this semester." fail to-~mee't the grade deadlines. · participate. On February 10, interested students Faculty advisor for the competition is Jerry 
·Greiner confessed that he was Peer pressure, . according to most should pick up a copy of1the mpt~rials from Room Seipp. He can be found in the Clinic Office on the 
one of ;the errant professors, administrators and professors, 507. There will be an eleven-day ' time period · to fifth floor. 
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SECOND YEAR STUDENTS 
SAVE $100.00 - ENROLL NOW! 
• \,._!) .. • 
ii'")~ '(f!! l$S{).()O•Det,osit secii~IH~i1ced cbu'ne'price .. 
1
• ,., ,1., s1s~oo 'D~~ii~lires redu'ced co1.infpri~ . 1· 
PLUS 
2. BAR/BRI Books 
$100.00 Deposit-secures reduced course price 
PLUS 
Complete SET of BAR/BRI Outlines 
' ..1 II' 
Second Year Reps:
• \ • I 
Susan Barbour Paula Dladla 
Marc Ahonte Juon Poliner 
Stuart Sehlan · Kathie Drumm 
Barbara Ponio Paul Suozzi 
. George Coletti& 
;,. 
THIRD YEAR STUDENTS 
1978 Book Distribution Date: MARCH 2nd 
Senior Discount of 25% Enda MARCH 2nd 
FREE LECTURES 
IRVING YOUNGER CPLR COURSE 
Begins Tues., Feb. 28 and Wed., Mar. let 
· Room 107 - 7:00PM Room 209 - 7:00PM 
The First Lecture Will Be Free Of Charge . ·/ 
Coone (5 lectures): $35.00 BAR/BRI Students 
$75.00 Othen 
TO RECEIVE NEW BOOKS, 
OLD BOOKS MUST BE .RETURNED! 
Thinking qf taking two Bar·Exams I I I I 
SEE YOUR BAR/BRI REPS 
Intelllive Review Coone May Be Offered In Buffalo If Sufficient Student Interest. 
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Schwatz on Spartz 
Justice for ·Enforcer? NHL Penalties Defy 
by Michael Schwartz 
Kermit Washington's attack on Rudy Tomjanoyich cannot be 
defended. It was a mistake which everyone, including Kermit, readily 
admits. Tire punch should not have been thrown and one cannot 
question the fact that such violence has no place in basketball. After 
two months of condemnation, however, it is time to examine the fight, 
the reaction to the fight and the underlying problem, hopefully 
putting everything into perspective. 
The fight began when the Houston center, Kevin Kunnert, threw 
some punches at Kermit Washington, the Los Angeles forward . . In 
retaliation Kermit punched Kunnert, knocking him to the floor . 
Needless to say, lhe basketball court was a mass of confusion. Kermit 
looked up and saw Rudy Tomjanovich of Houston running towards 
him : In what he later described as an instinctive act of defense, Kermit 
hit Tomjanovich, who crumpled to the floor seriously injured. 
The reaction of the league and the public was swift and quite 
vocal. N.B.A. Commissioner Larry O'Brien imposed the most ,severe 
fine in league history. A $10,000 fine was levied in conjunction with a 
long suspension, resulting in a total financial loss of around $50,000. 
In addition Kermit is lfkely to be named as a defendant in a civi°I action 
brought by Tomjanovich and the Houston basketball club. 
The public outcry has been widespread and harsh. Tapes of the 
incident were played and replayed not only on network TV sports 
shows, but also during national news broadcasts. The fight was even 
the subject of an unfunny commentary by Garret Morris on NBC's 
Saturday Night Live. Kermit has received a great deal of hate mail, 
much of it racially motivated. The fight has reached the nightly comic 
pages by the vehicle of the "Tank McNamara" cartoon strip. The strip 
of January 24 is particularly on point. (see below) 
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' Universal Press Syndicate, copyright 1978. 
The fight has even had an impact here in the Buffalo University 
community. An article in the Reporter of January 26 described the 
views of UB Professor Herbert L. Foster, who has written a book on 
inner city children. Professor Foster believes that this fight, and others 
similar to it are the results of racial tension and survival techniques 
which must be learned to succeed in street corner life. He argues that 
the fights are caused by racial intimidation or "woofing" by the black 
player against the white. 
To rebut Dr. Foster, it should be pointed out that Commissioner 
O'Brien's investigation did not indicate that race was a factor in the 
Washington(Tomjanovich fight. The facts show that after beating off 
one assailant, Kermit Washington was afraid that another Houston 
player was charging to attack him. There was no hint of racial 
intimid~tion in the Washington reaction. 
Perhaps by the time this column is in print Larry O'Brien will have 
decided whether Kermit's suspension should be lifted. There will be 
those who say that, since Tomjanovich's season has ended, Kermit's 
season should also end. I would argue that this eye for an eye 
philosophy is pointless. Kermit has suffered enough. Aside· from the 
monetary penalties, he has been branded as the player who damaged 
Rudy T. Despite his later accomplishments, this one incident will 
always hang over his head like a dark cloud. 
The important factor is that further suspension of Kermit 
Washington will not help to solve the problem of N.B.A. violence. The 
punishment has been severe enough so that the public need for 
retribution has been met and so that the other league players have 
been made aware of the dangers inherent in fighting. To stop the 
players from fighting all types of overreactive body contact must be 
discouraged. College basketball has been experimenting with a third 
referee and I would suggest that the pro league utilize this extra 
official to monitor play in such trouble spots as under the backboards. 
While basketball is theoretically a nqn-contact sport, in a practical 
sense physical play has become a part of the game. The best method to 
prevent further violence is to prevent the physical play from becoming 
excessive. 
Ed. Note: Commissioner O'Brien hos mode his decision, which agrees 
completely with Mr. Schwartz's views. Mr. Schwartz was acquainted 
with Kermit Washington when they both were attending American 
University . 
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* SBA ELECTIONS * 
ELECTIONS FOR SBA OFFICERS TO BE HELD 
MARCH 1 & 2 
PETITIONS FROM.SBA OFFICE AVAILABLE 
Feb. 8 - 14 
_____________..,._________._Due: Feb. 14
* 
Due Process 
by Bill Brooks always identical to that of his assailant. That's 
justice? 
Ice-hockey ' is overwhelmingly popular in If two players are fighting and a third wants to 
Buffalo. That's understandable ~ it's the only join the fray, what happens? Rule 24 ()ntervention) 
professional team in Buffalo. (Acttdlly, Buffalo had of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure states "upon 
1½, but the ½ is now playing for the Knicks.) a timely application anyone shall b'e permitted ·to 
However, would hockey be so popular in this city, intervene in an action." Such a rule is non-existent in 
especially among those who are enthralled with the N.H.L. An intervener is not only prohibited from 
Jimmy Griffin's law and order stance (Mrs. Lambert entering the dispute, but gets thrown out of the 
are you listening?) if everyone realized the lawless game. Besides ignoring many rules of law, 
nature of the game. Not the supposed violence, but ice-hockey's penal sy_stem thoroughly ignores any 
the disregard . for constitutional principles and the concept of penology. Perhaps one reason why the 
antiquated criminal justice system that pervades the game is plagued with so. much violence is that the 
game. system is so antiquated. Once a player is penalized, 
Ice-hockey ignores all due process principles. unless the other team scores, a player is stuck in the 
When someone is sent to the penalty box, is he given penalty box for his entire sentence. Perhaps· hockey 
a trial to determine whether he is reafly guilty? Not should institute a parole system. Any first offender, 
so much as a hearing, much less representation of instead of being given a two minute penalty, should 
counsel . As Justice Curtis noted in Powell v. be ·incarcerated for one minute and placed on parole 
Alabama, ·278 U.S. 1932: during the second minute, providing he is-eligible, iri 
which certain restrictions would be, placed on his 
notice ·and hearing [ore/ basic elements of the behavior, e.g., not being allowed to cross the red 
constltutlonol requirement of due process of low ... line, or not being allowed to check an opponent. 
[and/ ... the right to be-heard would be, In many Thus while a first offender would receive one and 
coses, of little oval/ If did not comprehend the right one, a second offender might receive a two or three 
to be heard by counsel. minute term 1n the penalty box with a one minute 
parole, a third offender a f9ur or. 1v~ -minute term, 
All notice requirements also go by the board. A etc. This· is not to saf a ~layer; ~o'utitl-~pend all his 
defendant many times is unaware of the charges time in the penalty box. Work-release programs 
until he is in the penalty box and his transgressions could be established that would enable the player to 
are announced to the crowd. · become reintegrated within society while serving his 
Proportionality is another real proble·m. sentence. Such a program might have the player 
Although some differertces exist between the selling popcorn or hot-dogs in the stan<~s while 
severity of some penalties, such gradings are not . serving his time. 
nearly enough. A player who intentionally 
cross-checks receives the same sentence as one who If the N.H.L. is truly concerned with eliminating · 
. accidentally trips. A person who accidentally draws violence from the game, then perhaps it should 
blood is strictly liable and will receive a sentence 2½ institute the death penalty for all incorrigibles. 
times the sentence given to a player who committed (Incorrigible could be defined as one who receives 
a minor penalty, regardless of his mens rea. seven penalties in one game, or perhaps,,one who has 
Nor has the National Hockey League heard of received three hundred minutes in a season.) ,ln5.tead 
the concepts of }ustlflcation or excuse: "When one of tbe usual methods ,1:1c,~ a, o!e6'roe."tlb1Jl ' lhe 
who is without fault himself is attacked in such a defendant could be placed at center- ice ,b!'tween 
manner or under such circumstances as to furnish periods and drawn and quartered by two zambonis. 
reasonable ground for apprehending a design to . . . Unlike state legislature, the N.H.L. would not have 
do him some great bodily . harm and there is to worry about the cruel and unusual punishment 
reasonable ground for beli"eving his danger clause which has not as yet been made applicable to 
imminent" the ·victim will be justified in· taking the league through the 14th amendment. Anyone 
action against his assailant, Shorter v. People, 2 N.Y. who has been forced to watch the New York 
193. When a player is maliciously attacked and Rangers during the last three years can testify to 
attempts to protect himself, his penalty is almost that. 
I 
GRADUATING LAW STUDENTS 
Photographs for a class composite WIii' b~ ·t0~1~t f, ..' 
I~ •l"}J
at the Low School on: 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 27 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY E!B 
Cost~for Composite and 6 color proof$ 
i:t,814.DO ' ,. 1( 
(payable _an the above data■) 
A $2.00 credit from the $4.00 fee wlll be allowed 
on any orders of lndMdual portraits. 
WAJVER APPLICATION ANNOUNCEMENT
. ' . 
Confidential Fee Waivers (of the mandatory student fee of $16.0Q per semester) 
for students demonstrating financial need will be available starting FEB.9, 1978 
in front of the SBA office and the Registrar's Office. 
Th•• c:onfidential applications must be returned· by 5:00 PM, FEB. 21, 1978 
at these sarm places. Spcific instructions for applications for waivers will accompany -
the •plication,. · 
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